
“Building on Our Legacy”, Capital Campaign 

 

As a lector at St. Kunegunda Catholic Church in Sugar Camp, I read the Building on Our Legacy prayer at 

the end of Mass as part of the Capital Campaign for the current building project.  

I often get choked up as I read that prayer. There are two phrases that in particular catch my attention. 

The first phrase is “Standing on the shoulders of those who came before us”…. As someone who has 

been a member of St. Kunegunda all my life, that phrase conjures up images of the many family 

members and community members who came before me. In particular, I remember attending Mass 

every Sunday with my Dad, and even as an adult, we attended Mass together since he lived nearby. He 

and many others, all lived their faith by investing their time, treasure and talents so not only they, but 

others who came after them, might have a place to gather, worship and celebrate community. St. 

Kunegunda is where I was baptized, received my First Communion and Confirmation, was married to 

Bill, and will someday be buried. “Church” to me is not only coming to celebrate Eucharist, but coming 

together as community. 

The second phrase that catches my attention is “122 years of faithful stewardship at St. Kunegunda, the 

priceless gift we have inherited through no doing of our own.” I was involved in the St. Kunegunda 

Centennial Celebration in 1998. The years since then have flown by – our needs as a parish have 

changed. We have grown in numbers and programs, particularly for the young children and teenagers. I 

recently came across a letter that was written to the parish council in 1995, during which time I was a 

council member. The letter outlined the growing pains we were experiencing as a parish, and the need 

to expand our space. That need continues to this day – over 26 years later! 

I feel it is now and has been my responsibility to continue the strong foundation for future generations 

so they may stand on my shoulders. Our building project will serve our temporal and spiritual needs now 

and into the future. A parish is not only for our members, but a place to welcome guests, “A place to 

belong, whoever we are.” 
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